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(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. Armstrong-Sudderth showed that a method of Carlson could be

adapted to construct examples of countably additive full conditional probabil-

ities. Here it is shown that all countably additive full conditional probabilities

arise in this fashion. It is also shown that if the dimensionally ordered family

of measures associated by Renyi to a full conditional probability contains an

unbounded measure the full conditional probability fails to be countably addi-

tive. This leads to the notion of proper full conditional probabilities which if

well founded in the sense of Krauss agree with the class of full conditional prob-

abilities arising from Carlson's construction. Section 3 explores the connection

between coherence of countable betting systems and countable additivity of full

conditional probabilities.

INTRODUCTION

A bookie offers bets in the form of rates of exchange measuring relative like-

lihood r(A,B) for pairs of events in some class i? . Armstrong and Sudderth

[3] have given necessary and sufficient conditions on r to ensure that the bookie

acts in a locally coherent fashion so that a sure loss on the outcomes involved in a

compound bet cannot be inflicted by a gambler on the bookie. These conditions

are that the exchange rates can be extended in a locally coherent fashion from

a? to all pairs of events, or equivalently that there exists a family {ma;a gT}

of [0, co]-valued measures, dimensionally ordered in the sense of Renyi, so that

r(A,B) = ma(A)/ma(B) if 0 < mtfB) < oo. These requirements may be re-

stated to require a full conditional probability 7(-|-) of Renyi [12] or Krauss

[10] so that r(A,B) = P(A\AuB)/P(B\Al)B) for all pairs (A,B). (The sense

of full conditional probability used here is not that of Renyi [17] but of Dubins

[6])
One example of a locally coherent r is defined on a class <o of pairs of

Borel sets in 7" is as follows. If A and 7 are finite sets with B ^ <p then

r(A,B) = |^|/|7| where | • | denotes cardinality. If 0 < a < n and A and 7
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have finite measure for a-dimensional Hausdorff measure h with 0 < h (B),

then r(A , B) = hn(A)/hn(B). In particular, for a = n , r(A , B) is given by the

ratio of Lebesgue measures of A and 7 . If a is an integer and A and 7 are

appropriately rectifiable a-dimensional surfaces, then r(A, 7) is the ratio of a-

dimensional surface areas. If a is not an integer, A and 7 may be fractal sets,

à la Mandelbrot [11], of Hausdorff dimension a whose relative likelihood is

computed as hti(A)/ha(B). Finally, let ô be a translation invariant probability

on the Borel sets and define r(A,B) to be ô(A)/ô(B) if 0 < 0(B) < oo. This

single example yields conditional probabilities between events, including (or

closely related to) most used by statisticians. (See Rogers [15] or Falconer [7]

for expositions of the topic of Hausdorff measures.)

One question naturally arises in regard to the previous example. Instead of

using a purely finitely additive translation invariant probability to define some

of the exchange rates in the preceding example, may a locally coherent exchange

rate be defined on all pairs of Borel sets which extends that in the example and

so that A -* r(A,B) is countably additive for all 7? This is tantamount to

the existence of a countably additive full conditional probability, with certain

constraints. It is of interest that though countable additivity was the milieu in

which Renyi worked, characterization and not existence was the substance of his

work. Krauss, who worked in a finitely additive context, established existence

in that context but viewed existence in the countably additive context as a

hard problem. Armstrong and Sudderth, based on a technique of Carlson, did

establish existence of countably additive full conditional probabilities. It will

be shown that if one has a countably additive full conditional probability, then

it may be obtained via Carlson's construction. More generally, the proper well-

founded full conditional probabilities of Krauss will be shown to be the class

arising from Carlson's construction. It will follow that there is no countably

additive full conditional probability consistent with any "truly improper" prior.

Given a partially defined locally coherent exchange rate r, the best that can

be ensured is that there is a locally coherent extension to all pairs of events so

that the measures A —► r(A,B) are countably additive in A for all 7 originally

involved in the definition of r. This is investigated, following deFinetti, framing

coherence in terms of countable betting systems.

1.  PRELIMINARY

As an extension of the notions of coherence and conditional coherence that

deFinetti first proposed, Armstrong and Sudderth [3] have put forth the notion

of local coherence of betting schemes. The motivation was the ability to deal

with improper priors as in Hartigan's framework [8]. To a certain extent the

connection with improper priors was presaged by Renyi [12].

Following deFinetti, the symbol A denotes both an event and its characteris-

tic function. A rate of exchange r is a [0, oo]-valued function with domain I?

in 38 x [38\{<f>}] where 38 is an algebra of subsets of a set X . (Actually it is

well known that any Boolean algebra is isomorphic to an algebra of sets. Many
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results here extend to the more general setting.) A simple exchange is a bet of the

form r(A, 7)7 - A , where the bookie pays a gambler r(A, B) (monetary units)

if B\A occurs, r(A ,B) - 1 if A n 7 occurs, -1 if A\B occurs, and 0 other-

wise. In particular, if r(A,B) = oo the simple exchange is oo on 7, -1 on

A\B, and 0 otherwise. A compound exchange is obtained by forming a finite

linear combination e(k) = ¿Zk(A,B)[r(A,B)B - A] where A: f —» (-00,00)

has A(/l, 7) = 0 except for finitely many (A, B) G ê? . In general, 0 • 00 and

00-00 are regarded as undefined, and only compound exchanges avoiding their

occurrences are allowed. Local incoherence occurs for e(k) if, as an extended

real function on X,e(k) > 0 on supp(A) = \J{A U7: k(A,B) ^ 0}. A rate of

exchange r is locally coherent if no e(k) demonstrates local incoherence and r

is locally incoherent otherwise.

An intuition for rates of exchange is that of relative likelihoods or ratios of

expected frequencies of the events involved. Local coherence is the requirement

that a gambler not be able to generate a sure loss to the bookie on the outcomes

actually involved in a given bet.

The major results of Armstrong and Sudderth [3] may be paraphrased as

follows:

Extension Theorem. A locally coherent rate of exchange may be extended from

its domain to a locally coherent exchange rate with domain 38 x [38\{cp}].

Characterization Theorem. In order that rate of exchange r on 38 x [38\{cp}]

be locally coherent, it is necessary and sufficient for (a) and (b) to hold.

(a) If B ¿ (p,mB: A -* mB(A) = r(A,B)  is an additive [0,oo]-valued

function with mB(B) = I.

(b) For all A, B, and C in 38 , mB(A)mc(B) = mc(A).

Full Conditional Probability Theorem. If r is a locally coherent rate of exchange

with domain 38 x [38\{(f>}], then defining P(A\B) = r(A r\B,B) for A and
B ,¿ (p yields a full conditional probability P(-\-) in that

(a) If B / <f>, then  A —► P(A\B)  is a probability measure in A   with

P(B\B)= 1.
(b) If AcBcC and B ¿<j>, then P(A\B)P(B\C) = P(A\C).

Conversely, given a full conditional probability, one obtains a locally coherent

rate of exchange r by setting r(A,B) = P(A\Al)B)/P(B\AuB) if P(B\AuB) ¿ 0
and by setting r(A ,7) = 00 otherwise.

A weak order (i.e., transitive, reflexive complete partial order) -¿ called the

Renyi order, on events in 38 is induced by a full conditional probability 7 by

setting A ^ 7 if and only if P(B\A u 7) > 0. Thus, A ~ 7 if and only if

0<P(A\AUB) and 0<P(B\AuB) and A < B ifandonlyif P(A\Al)B) = 0
define the symmetric and asymmetric parts of r¿. In terms of the associated

rate of exchange r one has A ~ 7 if and only if 0 < r(A, 7) < 00, A < B

if and only if 0 = r(A,B) and A > B if and only if r(A,B) = 00. The

interpretation of A >- B is that A is much more likely than B .
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Given two [0,oo] valued measures on {px,p2} on 38, Renyi [13] and

Krauss [10] set px ~ p2 if u, = cp2 with 0 < c < oo and set u, < p2 if

the ideal 3^ = {A: px(A) < oo} is contained in the ideal JK of ^-negligible

sets. Define u, x5 P2 if and only if px < p2 or px ~ u2. A family {ua: a g T}

of [0, oo]-valued measures is said to be dimensionally ordered if and only if

it is linearly ordered by ¿ and is a complete family in the sense that for any

A G B\{4>} there is an a G T so that 0 < pa(A) < oo. If {pa: a G T} is

only weakly ordered by ¿ and is complete, a single-valued selection from the

~ equivalence classes yields a dimensionally ordered family.

Dimensional Ordering Theorem. If r is a locally coherent rate of exchange with

full domain, then {mg: B G 38\{<p}} is complete and weakly ordered, with

B -* mB an order isomorphism for the respective orders ■< ■ Selecting one mB

by selecting one B from each Renyi equivalence class yields a dimensionally

ordered family of measures. Conversely, if {pa : a G T} is a dimensionally

ordered family of [0, oo]-valued measures, then r(A,B) = pa(A)/pa(B) for the

a G T with 0 < pa(B) < oo yields a locally coherent rate of exchange on

38 x [38\{cp}].

Every measure mB arising in the Dimensional Ordering Theorem is semipro-

per in that it fails to be {0, co}-valued and so takes on at least one value in

(0, oo). Conversely, if {pa : a gT} is dimensionally ordered, so is the family

obtained by deletion of all non-semiproper members and one obtains the same

rate of exchange. By restricting attention to semiproper [0, oo]-valued measures,

the correspondence described in this theorem is bijective up to ~ equivalence of

the measures in the dimensionally ordered family. As a result, in the following

one may assume that all [0, oo]-valued measures occurring are semiproper.

The example previously alluded to (continuing measure, Hausdorff measures,

translation invariant probability) is linearly ordered but incomplete. The fol-

lowing shows that it may be embedded in a dimensionally ordered family.

Dimensionally Ordered Extension Theorem. If {pa : a G T} is a linearly ordered

family of [0, oo]-valued measures under ■<, it may be embedded in a dimension-

ally ordered family {pn : a G T], T c T1.

The Dimensionally Ordered Extension theorem allows one to conclude the

existence of full conditional probabilities agreeing with certain natural condi-

tional probabilities in a wide range of circumstances but does not suffice to yield

the existence of any countably additive full conditional probabilities. (As re-

marked before, existence was not considered by Reyi and was not attacked by

Krauss except in the finitely additive case.) The following technique of Carl-

son allows construction of countably additive full conditional probabilities or

exchange rates. The converse to this theorem is the main content of §2.

Carlson's Construction. Let {pa: a < a0} be a complete family of finite mea-

sures on 38 which has been indexed by the ordinal aQ. If r(A,B) is pa(A)/

fi (B) where a is the first ordinal with 0 < a (A U7), then r(-,-) is locally
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coherent.   For any A  and B ^ cf>, the corresponding conditional probability

P(A\B) is pit(A nB)/pa(B), where a is the first ordinal with 0 < pa(B).

2. Countable additivity of full conditional probabilities

and exchange rates

It is desirable when dealing with a cr-complete algebra of events to have

probabilities and conditional probabilities be countably additive. This section is

devoted to the study of the extent to which this is achievable. The goal would be

to have a full conditional probability so that A —► P(A\B) is countably additive

in A for all B ^ <f>. Equivalently, one should have A —> mB(A) - r(A,B)

countably additive in A for some fully defined rate of exchange which extends

a partially defined locally coherent rate of exchange given a priori.

Our first result is a negative result, which implies that for our canonical

example defined using counting measure and Hausdorff measures, there is no

countably additive fully defined locally coherent rate of exchange extending

that in the example. The reason, simply stated, is that improperness entails

strong finite additivity. The definition of improperness for a [0, oo] valued

measure m will be taken to be that sup{w(^): m(A) < oo} = oo. Recall

that m is semifinite iff m(A) — sup{m(A'): A1 c A,m(X) < oo} for all A.

For semifinite measures m(X) — oo iff m is improper. Associated with any

measure m is its semifinite part m , which is the largest semifinite minorant

defined by m (A) — s\i\r>{m(A'): A1 c A, m(A') < oo} for A in 7 . Thus, m is

proper precisely when m (X) <oo. The definition of strongfinite additivity of a

[0, oo]-valued measure m will be that there is a disjoint sequence of w-null sets

{En : n G N} so that X is the supremum of {En : n G N}, Armstrong-Prikry

[2]. A slightly weaker definition would be that each set A of finite measure

admits a partition by m-null sets. The definitions are equivalent if m is finite

or rx-finite.

Let 7 be a full conditional probability with associated rate of exchange

r and dimensionally ordered family {ma: a G T} of semiproper measures.

7(-|7) is countably additive for all B ^ <f> iff r(-\B) is countably additive when

restricted to an arbitrary set of finite measure for all 7 / <j>. This is equivalent

to countable additivity of each mn when restricted to sets of finite measure and

to the same condition for each ma. Actually, as this proposition shows, one

has unrestricted countable additivity.

Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent:

(a) P(-\B) is countably additive if B / <p.

(b) r(-\B) is countably additive if B / <f>.
(c) mn is countably additive if a G T.

(d) mn is countably additive.
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Proof. Only (a) => (b) needs proof. It must be shown for a fixed B ^ <j> that

if r(An ,B) < M < oo for n G N and An increases to C then r(C,B) < oo.

If not, r(C,B) = oo so r(B, C) = 0. In this case P(An\C) = r(An, C) =

r(An, B)r(B, C) - 0 for n G N. This contradicts countable additivity of

7(-|C). This establishes that (a) => (b).     □

Proposition 2.2. Let 7 be a full conditional probability on the a-complete

Boolean algebra 38. If {mn: a G T} is the associated dimensionally ordered

family of semiproper measures and one ma is improper, then A —► P(A\C) is

strongly finitely additive for some W G 38\{<p}.

Proof. Let {An: n g N} be a sequence in 38\{(f>) so that {mn(A)\ n G

N) strictly increases to oo. Let C = s\xr>{An : n G N} . If it is shown

that P(An\C) = 0 for all n the proposition will follow. Let 7 be such

that ma - mB, and let r be the rate of exchange associated with 7. We

have 0"< mn(An)/mit(B) = r(An,B) < r(C,B) < oo for all n. Further,

lim^^ r(An ",B) = co"so r(C,B) = oo . As a result r(C ,An) = r(C ,B)r(B ,Af)

= oo for all n . Thus P(An\C) = r(An , C) = 0 for all n .     D

As a result of this proposition, any countably additive full conditional proba-

bility 7 (rate of exchange r ) must be proper in having its associated dimension-

ally ordered family of semiproper measure consist entirely of proper measures.

As a result, all full conditional probabilities arising from Carlson's construction

applied to a family of finite countably additive measures are proper. The fol-

lowing proposition shows that this remains true even if the finite measures in

the family are not required to be countably additive.

Proposition 2.3. Let {//„ : y < aQ} be a complete family of finite measures where

a0 is an ordinal. Carry out Carlson's Construction to get a full conditional

probability P(-\-), a locally coherent rate of exchange r, and an associated di-

mensionally ordered family {mn: a e T} of semiproper measures.  For a G T

let Jf =Jf.
n p,,

(a) Each ma is proper.

(b) r is reverse well ordered.

(c) Let y be an ordinal and vv be the restriction of u„ to Cli^K, : a < y} =

9~. If v., ^ 0, there is a unique a G T so that the extension of v., from

& to 38 equal to oo on 38\9r is a multiple of mn . The correspondence

y —» a is an order anti-isomorphism from {y < a0: v., ^ 0} to T.

Proof, (a) and (b) are consequences of (c).

(c) Let A g 38\{(p} and let a(A) be the first ordinal with 0 < pn(A). We

have Pß(A) = 0 so vß(A) = 0 if ß < a(A) hence A g ^,A)(A). As a result

for 7 g 38 ,

P(B\A) = p     (A n B)lp     (A) = v     (A n B)/v.   (A).
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As a result,

f v ,,l¡KAB)/p IMiRAA)     if v IJIIR,(A) ± 0
m    tß\ — r/ß    ¿\ —   J      <>(AUB)\     It    a(AUB)\     I a(AUB)^-     >  '

A I oo else

If it is the case that mA(B) = oo , then a(A U 7) < a(A) and 7 G 38\S?a{A).

If 7 G ^(/1), then mA(B) = va(A)(B)/va(A)(A). Thus, if va{A) is extended to

be oo on 33\Fi{A), then ua(A) ~ m^.

The only y < a0 not of the form a(A) for some A G B are those where

tv = 0. This is sufficient to establish that r —> a is an anti-isomorphism as

stated.   D

Proposition 2.4. Let P be a full conditional probability on the o-complete alge-

bra 38. If there is a sequence [An: n G N} so that An < An+X for all n (<

the strict Renyi order), then 7(-|C) is strongly finitely additive for some C.

Proof. If so, then it may be assumed that An c An+X for all n . In this case

a repetition of the argument of Proposition 2.2 shows that 7(-|C) is strongly

finitely additive for C = \J^=X An .    D

Proposition 2.5. Let P(\) be a countably additive Renyi full conditional proba-

bility on the o-complete algebra 38 . The associated dimensionally ordered fam-

ily {mn: a G V} of proper countably additive measure is reverse well ordered.

If a0 is the ordinal anti-isomorphic to T with y —> a(y), the anti-isomorphism

from aQ to T, then P(-\-) is the full conditional probability given by Carlson's

construction based on {m, , : y < a0}.

Proof. From Proposition 2.4 it follows that there is no strictly increasing se-

quence in 38 for the Renyi order. Thus, T contains no strictly increasing

sequence. As a result, T is reverse well ordered. Proposition 2.3 applied to

[mt ,„, : y < a0} suffices to finish the demonstration of this proposition.   D

It should be remarked that cr-complete algebras have been used as the nat-

ural milieu for countably additive measures. It need not be the case that a

cr-complete algebra admit a complete family of countably additive measures

(e.g. the regular open sets in [0,1]). On the other hand, countable additivity is

a well-defined notion for measures even if the algebra is not cr-complete. There

do exist infinite algebras with every finitely additive probability countably addi-

tive. These are precisely those in which every strictly increasing sequence fails

to have a supremum (see Armstrong [1]). For such algebras Propositions 2.2

and 2.4 are invalid.

Krauss [ 10] calls a full conditional probability well founded if there is no

sequence of sets strictly increasing for the Renyi order (i.e. the Renyi order is

well founded). As a result, infinite algebras exist with all full conditional prob-

abilities countably additive but with some not well founded. This contradicts

the conclusions of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. Such full conditional probabilities

cannot arise via Carlson's construction, for his procedure only gives rise to well-

founded full conditional probabilities. In fact, we have the following converse

to Proposition 2.3.
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Proposition 2.6. // 7 is a proper, well founded full conditional probability on

38, then it may be obtained via Carlson's construction.

Proof. A simple adaptation of the proof of Proposition 2.5.   G

3.   CT-LOCAL COHERENCE

In [5] deFinetti discusses countable additivity in some detail. His view is that

of sequential continuity so that if a sequence {An} of events (in a a -algebra

of sets) converges pointwise to A , then P(A ) —> P(A). Similarly for condi-

tional probabilities, when in addition a sequence {Bn} of conditioning events

is converging to 7, then P(AJBn) -> P(A\B). Only briefly [5, §5.20] is the

topic of coherence of countable betting systems, the main topic to be addressed

here, taken up. This is dismissed with the remark "But in reality the argument

is circular, for only if we know that complete additivity holds can we think of

extending the notion of combinations of fair bets to combinations of an infi-

nite number of bets with the corresponding sequence of betting odds." On the

contrary, one may easily evaluate the combined bet as an extended real-valued

function without reference to any measure if pointwise convergent. The natural

question when presented with a probability measure, usually given by ordinary

coherence, is whether expectations of the finite partial sums of bets converge

to that of the infinite sum of bets. When the fair bets are simple exchanges

with respect to a locally coherent rate of exchange, the expected value of all

finite partial sums should be zero. Violations of this will lead to cr-incoherence

(as defined below) of the rate of exchange and to the converse. Heath and

Sudderth [9] have studied countable additivity and coherence. The material in

this section may be considered extensions of their results from probabilities to

conditional probabilities.

By countable compound exchanges with respect to a rate of exchange r, we

mean

e(k) = J^k(A,B)[r(A,B)B-A]

where for at most countably many pairs (A , B) is k(A ,7)^0. A finite partial

exchange for A is one obtained from A by setting all but finitely many k(A, 7)

which are nonzero equal to zero. An exchange is boundedly pointwise convergent

if its finite partial exchanges converge pointwise and are uniformly bounded.

Any boundedly pointwise convergent exchange e(k) is unambiguously defined

as a bounded function. Adopting pointwise sequential convergence of exchanges

dictates that 38 should be a cr-algebra. A rate of exchange r will be said to be

a-locally incoherent if there is a boundedly pointwise convergent exchange e(k)

with e(k) > 0 on supp(A) = \J{A\jB: k(A ,B)^<¡>}. Otherwise, r is o-locally

coherent. If r is cr-locally coherent, then it is locally coherent. (Analogous

definitions of cr-conditional coherence and cr-coherence could be made in the

appropriate betting contexts and would be interpretable as special cases of a-

local coherence).
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Proposition 3.1. Let r be a fully defined locally coherent rate of exchange. Let

V7 be in 38\{<p} with mB: A —» r(A,B) and let m„ be the semifinite part of
mB.

(a) The following are equivalent:

( 1 ) mB is countably additive.

(2) For no boundedly pointwise convergent exchange e(k) with supp(A) ~ 7

is it the case that e(k) > 0 on supp(A).

(3) For no boundedly pointwise convergent exchange e(k) with supp(A) ~ 7

is it the case that e(k) > e on supp(A) for some e > 0.

(b) The following are equivalent:

(1) J?g = {A: A ■< 7} = {A: r(A,B) is a a-ideal and mB is proper and

countably additive.

(2) For no boundedly pointwise convergent exchange e(k) with B ■< supp(A)

and supp(A') ■< B for all finite partial exchanges e(k') is it the case that

e(k) > 0 on supp(A).

(3) For no exchange e(k) as in (2) is there an e > 0 with e(k) > e on

supp(A).

Proof, (a) If (1) holds, the bounded convergence theorem implies that 0 =

/ e(k)dmB since mß(supp(A)) < oo. If e(k) > 0 on supp(A) and rafi(supp(A)) >

0, it would have to be the case that 0 < / e(k) dm°B . As a result (2) holds.

(2) implies (3) immediately.

If (3) holds but mB is not countably additive there is a disjoint sequence

{An} with union A so that mB(A) > J2^L\ mB^N^ = A. It may be assumed

that mB(A) < oo. Otherwise, by semifiniteness of mB, there is an A* c A

with mB(A*) > A. Replace A with A* and {An} with {AnC\A*} to get the

desired assumption. Since mB(A) — mB(A) and mB(An) = mB(An) in this

case we have r(A ,7) > Y^L\ r(^„ >B) and as a result

r(A , BuA) = r(A , B)r(B, BuA) > £¡ r{An , BuA)
77=1

Form the exchange

£^„,5)
.71 = 1

r(B,BuA).

e(k) = [r(A , B U A)(B uA)-A]- f^[r(A„ , B U A)(B U A) - AJ,
n= I

which exceeds r(A,BUA) - ^, r(An ,BuA) > 0 on BuA = supp(A) ~ 7 .

This contradicts (3), so mB must be countably additive. Thus, (3) —► (1).

(b) (2) immediately implies (3).

(3)—»(1): Notice that (3) implies condition (3) of (a) so mB is countably

additive. Since mR and mB agree on ^ = {mB < oo} , countable additivity

for mB can fail only if there are disjoint {An : n G N} c 3^ with union A so
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that mB(A) - oo > Y^Li mB^n> • ^ may ^e assumed that 7 c A . We have

r(A , B) = oo , so r(An ,A) = 0 for all n . Set

OO OO

77=1 77=1

to obtain a contradiction of (3), in this case since (An ■< B < A). Thus, mB

is countably additive. At the same time, this argument shows that if {An : n G

N} c. 9rB are disjoint, then m(\J^=x An) < oo so (J„=1 An G -9~B . As a result,

&~B is a cr-ideal. Since mB is real valued on !f~B and ^ is a rj-ideal, mB is

bounded on ^ . The latter statement is equivalent to properness of mB .

(1)—>(2): Let e(k) be a boundedly pointwise convergent exchange with

supp(A) >z B and with supp(A') ■< 7 for all partial exchanges e(k'). Each e(k')

is mB integrable and 0 < mß(supp(A)) < oo since mB is finite. The bounded

convergence theorem implies that 0 = / e(k)dmB = fSUpPin^(k)dmB . If this

is the case, it is impossible that e(k) > 0 on supp(A).

As a corollary we have this proposition.    D

Proposition 3.2. For a fully defined locally coherent exchange rate r to be count-

ably additive it is necessary and sufficient that it be o-locally coherent.

One open question is whether a strengthening of cr-local coherence as in (2)

of (b) of Proposition 3.1 is necessary and sufficient so that a partially defined

rate of exchange admits an extension to a fully defined countably additive rate

of exchange.
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